The Jewel Box
by Blythe Thimsen photos by Alan Bisson
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t may be more than 1,500 miles from Dallas, Texas,
to Hayden, Idaho, but despite the distance, when Rick and Elaine
Martin come up to Hayden from their house in Texas, they’re not far
from home – they are home. Their driver’s licenses may have the great flag
of Texas emblazoned on them, but these two Texans have built a home
– and a life – on a quiet street in Hayden, and it is one they love.
SPOKANE CDA LIVING / January - February 2009
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The rich wood used on the living room’s floor, walls and ceiling
creates a cozy feel in this custom log cabin home. The living room
fireplace, shown here, was inspired by a fireplace Rick and Elaine
(pictured, right) saw in a favorite pub in Scotland.
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rowing up, Rick’s father was in the Air Force, meaning Rick
and his family lived in several different places, one of which was
Spokane. In 1954, his family moved to Texas, which may have been the
best move of his life, for not long after moving there, he met Elaine.
SPOKANE CDA LIVING / January - February 2009
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A view from the dining room, looking into the kitchen. This dining room table was originally in Rick’s office, but was refurbished specifically for this home.
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They married and raised three children together, moving from Texas to
Connecticut for 34 years, and then back
to Texas. During this time, Rick worked
in the clothing industry, eventually starting his own company, Fairway & Greene,
designing and creating luxury golf clothing. It wasn’t until 1999, after his business was started, when they came up
to look at lots at Black Rock, that Rick
finally came back to Spokane and Elaine
made her first visit here. It may have been
golf that brought them back to this area,
but a bit of Rick’s heart has always been
here. “Spokane influenced my culture,”
he says.
One of the places Rick used to visit
when he lived here was the golf course at
Hayden Lake, where he would golf with
his father. He even remembers seeing
Bing Crosby golfing there. “The reason we came back was because of Black
Rock,” says Rick. “On subsequent trips
we decided we wanted to be in Hayden.
When we got here, there were things we
really appreciated.”
In 2002, they rented a house near
Hayden Lake for the season and thoroughly enjoyed living there. They
decided Hayden was the place for their
home, so they bought the lot, tore down
the existing home and turned to Randy
Campbell, of Campbell & Campbell
in Coeur d’Alene, who builds high-end
homes.
Building in an established
neighborhood provided some challenges.
“The biggest challenge was pulling it
off on a single lane, dead-end street in a
very mature neighborhood where some
very sophisticated people were living,”
says Campbell. “Without disrupting
their lives, we had to tear the existing
house down and rebuild a log home,
all of which required the use of heavy
equipment, trucks, track hoes, cranes,
etc. Our time line was such that we had
to stack subcontractors together, which
meant over 30 separate companies and
their employees would need to get in and
out every day. My wife was posted at the
home to supervise and direct traffic in the
house, and my field supervisor was there
full time coordinating and scheduling
exterior traffic. He would go door to door
daily and inform the neighborhood what
our plans were that day. They started

The Linoleum Shop
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The beautiful center island in the kitchen provides counterspace and storage, while also creating “walls” for the kitchen.
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calling him the mayor.”
All the effort was worth it, though,
because Rick and Elaine had found the
perfect spot for their home. “We wanted
to be in this community,” says Rick of
Hayden. “It brought back childhood
memories. We’ve met so many wonderful people in Idaho at Hayden Lake. We
came over here and fell in love with it.”
Another thing they fell in love with
– as does almost everyone who sees it
– is the house that Campbell built for
them. They are lucky enough to not only
have a beautiful home, but to have had
an enjoyable building process as well.
“When you’re building with a builder,
and you get an invoice and a fee, usually
you wonder if you’re getting cheated,”
says Elaine. “Every single one of Randy’s
invoices matched his bid exactly, though.
There were no surprises.”
“Beyond what Randy did to our house
- it makes our hearts melt when we come
in the door - talking about it makes me
realize even more the things that he did
that went above and beyond,” says Rick.
The house is not just wonderful for
the Martins, it is something in which
Campbell can take pride. “This is the
type of home I call a jewel box,” he says.
“It’s very hard to pinpoint one thing that
stands out because there are so many
tremendous elements that, when they
all come together, it just becomes amazing. It’s like a box full of diamonds. The
Martins were very exciting to work with
as they both have exquisite taste and
knew exactly what they wanted. Rick
could see things in 3D and has the best
eye for color of any person I have ever
worked with. When you know your
going to build a ‘ten’ home it becomes
very exciting.”
The Martins believe the house is
indeed a ten. “The front door is like a
Steinway,” says Rick of the heavy green
front door with its etched glass windows
that transport friends and guests alike
into a home that is a work of art. The
door is smooth with the multiple layers
of sanding and sealing done to make it
smooth and pristine.
Once through the door, a slate entryway floor quickly transitions to widebeam hickory wood floors. “We’ve got
grandchildren, so these floors won’t
scratch; they’re 200 year-old boards,” says

Professional and dedicated locally owned since 1953

Specialize in commercial,
residential and industrial
Electrical Contracting
VALLEES535DE
Courteous and Helpful Staff

P.O. Box 13027
Spokane Valley, WA 99213
Phone 924-2670 • Fax 924-2671
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This bedroom, one of two upstairs guest suites, is the perfect room in which the Martin’s grandchildren can stay when they visit.
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Rick of the wide beam boards run the
length of the house. As you step into the
entryway, you are standing in one large
room that houses the living room, kitchen and dining room spaces. Despite the
fact that it is one space, each room has a
distinct feel and border to it.
Immediately inside the door, the slate
floor on which you stand melds into
the aforementioned hickory. Rather
than using straight edge lines to mark
the transition, Rick wanted to have the
uneven seam between the two floor
materials, so the hickory is jaggedly cut
into the uneven shape of the slate rocks.
The ceiling is made of beautiful knotty
alder beams that blend with the luxurious
wood on the floors and walls, creating
an entirely wood-encased room within
this log home. When you think of a log
home, the image that comes to mind is
one of big round logs stacked atop one
another, creating walls with rounded
edges the whole way down. This log
home was created with squared logs that
are put together with hand-hewn dovetail corners.
The process of building this log home
presented many challenges that required
Campbell’s experience and expertise.
“This log home is a settling home, which
means the walls are going to settle
downward,” he says. “This is caused by
the drying of the wood, which causes the
diameter of the log to get smaller when
the weight pushes it down. We planned
for a settlement of eight inches, or onehalf inch for every one foot of wall height.
The roof sits on the walls like a hat and
does not settle but comes down with the
walls. To accommodate for this, many
special construction methods were put
into place. The windows had a space left
above and were free-floating and splined
into the log walls; all the interior framed
walls had to be built eight inches short;
and the space was covered with a trim
board attached to the ceiling, which slid
down as the house settled. Consequently,
all electrical and plumbing which
penetrated an exterior wall or ceiling had
to slip and move as the house came down.
Since the staircase could not settle we
devised a way to install a screw jack inside
the top railing post with an inspection
plate held on with Velcro so we could
remove it and manually adjust the stairs

Your
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Rick’s experience dealing with designs and fabrics throughout his career made selecting the rich tones and fabrics of the master bedroom an easy task.

with the railing as the walls moved down.
This process takes about two years, but
if done right you don’t know anything is
happening.”
The complex structural success of the
home is complemented by the physical
beauty Campbell and his contractors
created. The living room blossoms forth
from the entry way with a five-foot-tall
fireplace and a heavy log beam mantle
dominating the room. “I wanted an
old Scottish mantle,” says Rick of the
inspiration behind the massive fireplace.
Scotland is one of Rick and Elaine’s
favorite places to travel. “This particular
design is one from my memory of a small
restaurant [in Scotland].We were always
there in September, and it would be cool,
and we played golf and would go into
this small pub called The Coach and
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Horses.” Sitting in front of the fireplace
on cool evenings, it feels like they are
right back in their favorite pub.
The fireplace is accessorized with a
custom cover created by two doors of
mesh screens and the edges are adorned
with metal brushed branches, pine
needles and pine cones. A gas log crackles
gently behind the screen, and casts a light
onto the floor in front of the fireplace,
which is similar to the one in the entryway with the integrated slate and hickory
design. The edges look like the shore of
a lake, with water lapping up onto the
beach in an uneven line, with the slate
being the beach and the hickory representing the water.
Above the fireplace hangs a beautiful
oil painting tucked into a wood frame.
With a press of the button, the picture in
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the frame rolls into the wall to reveal a
flat screen television. “Elaine said ‘I don’t
want any big black boxes,’” says Rick
explaining their decision to hide all of the
televisions in the house. “Isn’t that the
coolest thing?!”
Two sconces on each side of the television picture frame are made from shed
antler and amber glass lamp shades and
shine their light on the two built-in
bookshelves that flank the fireplace.
If the heat from the massive “Scottish
fireplace” isn’t enough to heat the room,
warm air will pump through the heat
vents. It will feel warm, but you will not
see from where it comes, thanks to the
fact that the vent covers are made from
the same knotty alder wood, meaning
that they are camouflaged into the surrounding scenery. The entire room – ceil-

Home Accessories • Gifts • Furniture • Bed & Bath Linens • Tabletop • Bath • Children’s

Mon - Fri 10am - 5:30pm
Store
Sat
10am
- 5pm Sun 12pm - 4pm
Hours
404 E. Sherman Ave., Coeur d’Alene, ID 83814
208.667.9040 www.SweetpeaCDA.com

ing, walls and floors – is crafted from
wood, making it seem as though it was
truly carved from a solid piece of wood.
Wooden plantation shutters on the windows block out the light and seal the cozy
room in a wood-encrusted cocoon.
Behind the couch, French doors made
from the same dark wood as the walls
slide open to reveal a private terrace with
an outdoor fireplace built into a tall rock
wall that encircles the sides and back of
the house, providing privacy all around.
Back inside, the living room opens to
the kitchen and dining room, both of
which are located to the left of the entry
door. A center island in the kitchen provides countertop space, as well as an area
for seating, but it also helps create “walls”
for the kitchen, separating it from the
living and dining rooms. Paul Pidskalny

A

t Affordable Custom Cabinets we've
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Customizing cabinets to fit your needs
and desires is what we do best. Keep us
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This bronze statue marks the end of the hallway and the entrance to the master suite.

of The Joinery came up with the design,
as well as its color scheme with the distressed green finish used on the wood on
the bottom portion. In order to achieve
the look, the wood was painted green and
sanded down; a black glaze was applied,
and that too was then sanded down for
the final look. Hand-turned wood feet on
the piece are crafted in a style known as
Bunn feet, while lighting is built into the
base of the piece, casting a soft glow onto
the floors.
Just as the television in the living room
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is hidden and tucked out of sight, finding appliances in the kitchen also is a
game of hide and seek. A portion of the
countertop is raised, with a cupboard
underneath that pulls down to reveal a
raised dishwasher. The higher level of the
counter and dishwasher make it easier to
load or empty the dishwasher, while the
cupboard cover helps it blend into the
beautiful kitchen woodwork.
Don’t go looking for a refrigerator covered with magnets, report cards and family pictures; in this house, the refrigerator

is tucked behind a carved wooden door.
Two sets of double doors discreetly stand
on the far side of the house between the
kitchen and dining room areas. They
easily blend into the wood walls and
floors of the interior, but when the heavy
copper handles, crafted to look like
branches, are each given a tug, the doors
glide open revealing hidden treasures
within. Behind one set is a refrigerator,
while the other set of double doors open
to reveal a deep storage pantry. “This was
a challenge for them to do a functioning
kitchen and hide everything in such a
small spaces,” says Pidskalny .
While there are two chairs at the center island, the main seating for meals is
at the large square table that sits under a
massive antler chandelier in the dining
room. The table was originally in Rick’s
office and was refinished to fit into this
home. “I probably sold over three million
shirts on that table,” says Rick. “When
we built the house, I wanted to create the
dining room in a way we could incorporate this table into it.” Rick’s business has
been an important part of their family,
so being able to use the table from his
office in their home was a special gift.
Completely refinished, the table gleams
under the lights of the chandelier, creating a spot at which anyone would feel
honored to dine. “This house is made for
the entertaining we do,” says Elaine. “It is
low-key, but elegant.”
The chairs clustered around the dining
room table are made to mimic the shape
of the fallow antler which hangs over the
table. The attention to details like this,
things that might not be noticeable so
much in the fact that they are there as
much as they would be noticed if they
were not there, is what makes this house
so exquisite.
With so much of the walls, ceiling and
floors covered in the same rich wood,
using all-wood cabinets would have been
too much, but back in the kitchen the
use of glass window panes and copper
handles and pulls on the cupboards create a fabulous mix of texture, pattern and
color.
The Lacanche Cote d’Or high-end
range tucked below the custom-designed
tile backsplash with a built-in hot water
faucet, gives a glimpse at the level of
sophistication and elegance found within

3820 E. Dalke St. • Spokane, WA 99217
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The counters in the guest bathrooms match the design found in the kitchen island.

the house. Above the range a handcarved wood design encases the hood.
A nearby farm-style sink with deep
double basins is created from a dark slate
which ties in the dark green color from
the center island, blending beautifully
with the wood. The edge of the sink is
rough-hewn, creating a rugged cabin feel.
A long hallway breaks off between the
living room and kitchen, running to the
back of the house. At the end of the hall,
a unique powder room, with thin double
doors, is tucked under the staircase, while

General Contractor # RCT-22166
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large double doors open off of the right of
the hallway leading to the master suite.
Immediately inside the suite is the master bedroom with a large four-poster bed,
which dominates the room. Balancing
out the space is a seating area at the foot
of the bed. A large oil print hanging on
the wall above the sitting area is similar
to the one in the living room, rolling
into the wall at the push of a button to
reveal a hidden flat screen television. If
the Martins prefer to take in the warm
weather, they can open the sliding French

doors off of the bedroom, which open
onto the aforementioned private terrace.
An alcove tucked behind a doorway off
of the bedroom provides a private office
where a quick email to friends back in
Texas may be sent, telling them about
how great it is up here.
The master bathrooms – yes, that is
plural – and dressing rooms are located
behind hand-carved wooden doors which
are located under a walk-through arch
off of the office area of the master suite.
Stepping through the double doors, this
is one area of the house where Rick and
Elaine go their separate ways – each to
their own bathroom, closet and dressing
area. Rick’s counter is custom-built to
a level that accommodates his height. A
built-in bureau with hand-carved touches
houses many of the items of clothing
which his company designs and creates.
Each drawer is specially equipped with
a system which lets it glide gently shut,
rather than slamming. The same drawers
are found in the kitchen. “We can’t slam
drawers around here even if we want to,”
jokes Elaine.
While standing at the sink, Rick can
push a hidden button under the counter
and a flat-screen television built into a
wood panel slides out from behind the
bureau, allowing him to catch up on the
news while getting ready in the morning.
The craftsmanship is so exquisite, once
the television retracts back into its hidden location, it is almost impossible to
see where on the side of the bureau the
panel is located. Instead, it looks like one
smooth piece of wood.
On Rick’s side of the bathroom is a
large “rainforest” shower, which has a
ceiling showerhead that pours copious
amounts of water, similar to what you
would experience in a rainforest downpour. “You sure don’t have to stay in for
long,” says Rick, referring to how much
water showers down on you at once. On
Elaine’s side of the bathroom, a deep,
luxurious bathtub replaces the rainforest
shower. Heated towel racks on both sides
of the master bathroom assure that towels
always have that “fresh-from-the-dryer”
feel to them.
Two large closets serve as the border
between the neighboring his-and-her
bathrooms. Though the Martins live in
Texas, they never have to pack much, as
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Hey Gabba gabba Hey Gabba gabba

The perfect spot for a bubble bath is in
this extra-large bathtub on Elaine’s side of
the master-bath.

they leave the closets fully stocked, ready
for their arrival at a moment’s notice.
If guests come with the Martins, there
is plenty of room for them in the two
guest suites located upstairs. Complete
with alder wood ceilings and yellow
plaster walls in alder trim, each suite has
a generous-sized bathroom with walk-in
slate showers set under large skylights.
The natural light filters in through the
skylight, providing a balance of light and
airiness in the dark cozy suites.
There are so many details within the
house that work together to make it
the great home it is. “To me, there isn’t
one thing about this house that is my
favorite,” says Rick, “but if you removed
any one thing, it would ruin it.” Being
involved with design and fabrics his
entire career, Rick had a great deal of
input on the design and style of the
house. “There’s not one thing in this
house that we compromised,” he says.
“We wanted it to be a crème de la crème
of what we envisioned a log cabin. The
fact of where this house is located has as
much to do with how we feel about it as
the house itself does. If this exact house
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was in Texas, it would be different. It is
the perfect combination of location and
home.”
“We come in here and it is like playtime,” he says, explaining the feeling he
and Elaine get when they leave behind
their home in Texas and come to their
home in Hayden. Part of this feeling is
due to the home that they love so much,
but part of it is due to ties they have
developed in Hayden. Back in Texas,
they live in a beautiful and large neighborhood but they have been able to get
to know more of their Hayden neighbors,
who have become good friends.
“The laid back lifestyle is what I like
the best. One of the best kitchens in
Idaho is the Hayden Country Club,” says
Elaine, mentioning a place where she and
Rick often like to walk to for dinner in
the summer. “The people here are so very
gracious, kind and open.”
“It is like walking into my past,” says
Rick. “It is such a warm and comfortable feeling here. Our tension level goes
almost to zero when we walk through the
front door.”
“It is one thing to dream and want
something, but it is another thing to
find men likes these who can make it
come true,” he says of the craftsmen who
helped transition the vision he and Elaine
had for their home into a reality. “When
you’re a dreamer and you tell someone
what you dreamed, you never know if it
will turn out the way you envisioned it.”
Rick and Elaine believe Campbell built a
house that captures their vision exactly.
“My wife and I have built this business
since 1978 and we currently have
assembled the finest team of craftsman
in the Northwest,” says Campbel. “We
have eight years of on-time performance
and all our work is referral. We have built
over 250 custom homes in our career, and
this is the one home that I can be assured
when I bring someone through the door
they are going to say ‘wow!’”
Wow, indeed. The Martins spend
almost five months a year in their home.
When they pack up and head back to
Texas, though, it is with an assurance
that the community and home they have
built here cry out to them “Y’all come
back now.”
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Martin Home
Contractor’s List
Builder
Campbell & Campbell, 208-660-5416

Cabinets
The Joinery, Paul Pidskalny, 208-765-3262

Chandeliers
Newton Antler Lighting, 509-928-9308

Cleaning
Cheri Dunbar, 208-818-4343

Copper Windows
Washburn Windows, 208-720-7773

Excavating
On Site Excavating, 208-687-2022

Field Supervisor
Marty Dunbar, 208-818-4087

HVAC
Pend Oreille Mechanical, 208-263-6163

Interior doors/trim
Aagesen Millworks, 208-777-2728

Log Finish
Idaho Log Finishers, 208-290-1493

Masonry
Mark’s Masonry, 208-755-6168

Master carpenter
Design Northwest, 208-659-3464

Master Plumber
BC Plumbing, Inc., 208-290-7362

Metal work
(fireplace and gates)
Dan Darden, 208-704-7836

Roofing

499
325

$

Custom Window Coverings
Motorized Blinds + Hardware
Bedding • Valances
Draperies • Pillows

$

484 - 4040
E. 1425 Francis Avenue
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649
435

$

$

Nicholson Roofing, 208-699-0240

Sound
Sound & Image Interiors, 509-532-0007

Tile
GB Tile, 208-687-5006

Wood Floors
St. Joseph Wood Floors, 509-599-1309

Classic Statement
In Contemporary Style
Make a

laboroflovecreations.com

Inspirational art through quotes & phrases

River Park Square 2nd Level next to Nordstrom ~ 808 W Main, Suite 229 Spokane, WA 99201 (509) 624-4616
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HOMESTYLES>>

Window and Wall Treatments to Cure the Blahs
A
by Darin Burt

re y o u and y o u r h ome
suffering from a case of the winter
blahs? If you’re tired of staring at the
same four walls – not to mention
the windows – there’s no better way to lift
your spirits than by giving your living space
a new look. Whether it’s adding a bold
accent wall in the family room or dressing
up your windows with colorful draperies,
redecorating is the perfect cure for cabin
fever.
Color has the power to energize and
126

inspire. Adding a coat of paint to drab
walls is an inexpensive way to make a
quick change in any room. But with all
the color choices where do you start? Rick
Wahl, store manager at Wahl Paint Center,
suggests picking colors that complement
your carpet and furnishings.
Are you a fan of the Pottery Barn style
of furniture? Benjamin Moore paints has
collaborated with Pottery Barn to create
a color palette that coordinates with the
store’s exclusive home decor items. Create
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a comforting retreat with rich, neutral hues
like Sweet Butter, Shaker Beige and Great
Plains Gold or liven things up with Million
Dollar Red and Rosemary Green.
Want to add some texture to your bland,
flat walls? Paintable wallpaper can add
dimension and architectural interest to a
space. There are molded and embossed
designs that give the look of custom faux
finishes including Venetian plaster, stucco
and contemporary trowel designs. Some
paintable wallpaper borders even resemble

intricate carved wood and leather.
Paintable wallpaper can easily hide any
flaws on the walls. If you have a crack or
uneven textured wall, using paintable
wallpaper can conceal those. It can be used
not only on walls, but also on ceilings, or
as a backsplash in kitchens (which can be
achieved by using glossy paint to protect
the finish).
When it comes to windows treatments,
you can’t go wrong with neutral colors.
But why be shy? A simple way to inject
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personality and excitement into a room is
with drapery fabric featuring bright colors
and big prints. Trends for spring include
natural leafy patterns and colors as striking
as lime green.
A full drapery panel of lime green might
be too much for most people’s taste,
unless they’re stuck in the 1960’s. But the
idea, according to Karen Silver, owner of
Artistic Draperies, is to use the bold colors
as accents to tie in the windows with the
rest of the room. Just like a cook might
add a sprig of green parsley as a garnish
on a fancy dish, interior designers use
embellishments like leather trim and glass
beads around the edges of draperies to add
style.
Drapery fabrics, as well, can make a
dramatic difference. For the ultimate in
luxury, silk drapes are what you need. Silk
drapes have a sheen and glimmer that
common cotton curtains don’t provide.
When you look at the silk drapes from
different angles you can see the light
reflect colorfully. If you’re on a budget,
think about going with a polyester that can
give the exquisite look of silk at a fraction
of the cost.
“The average person wouldn’t know the
difference,” says Silver. “It’s a great way for
commercial properties, especially, to get
the look of silk on a budget. Polyesters are
also inherently fire retardant.”
For privacy and to help reduce energy
costs, sunscreen roller shades, once used
primarily in sunrooms or commercial
buildings are becoming more of a home
design element with a variety of fabrics,
patterns and color choices. Roller shades
on spring-loaded rollers are lowered by
simply pulling the shade down and raised
by giving a slight tug at the bottom.
“They are very modern and roll up to
nothing so that they’re hidden out of sight
when you don’t want them,” says Silver.
Don’t forget about the curtain rod – or
as it’s known by designers, the “decorative
hardware.” No longer are draperies hung
from a simple white rod. In fact, with more
people going with stationary side panels to
frame the window, the hardware actually
becomes an integral part of the treatment.
Wrought iron poles with fancy finials and
rings are popular. But iron doesn’t have
to be dull and industrial. Decorative iron
curtain rods come in a variety of colors and metal
finishes to match other custom room fixtures.
“If you’re redoing a room, and using your
existing drapery, the hardware can become
the focal point of the room,” says Mike
Monroe, owner of Drapery Mart, which
has supplied window treatments to Inland
Northwest residents since 1953.
With the right window and wall
treatments, the results can change the
entire look and feel of your home and how
you feel in it. So what if the weather outside
is frightening? With a few improvements,
you might not care if you ever go outside
again.
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